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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Fellow members,
Well, our Antarctic cruise is over and now all we have are our memories and a
few thousand photos! What an experience – sensory overload! Fabulous snowcapped scenery, thousands upon thousands of penguins, large numbers of
seals, numerous whales and plenty of birdlife. A few photos follow:

Unfortunately however, we weren’t
able to make it to the Antarctic Circle, as it was too early in the season and there was just too much
sea ice. Apparently there is more
ice in Antarctica now than at the
same time in previous seasons and
it is taking longer to melt! That was
a big disappointment, as crossing
the Circle was my prime objective.
Still, I can’t complain too much, as
we did still see a lot of Antarctica
which was fabulous.
When I get back, I’ll look to put together a slide show for a general meeting, so
you can get a taste for yourself of some of the things I saw on the trip.

I’m back on the day of the February general meeting, but too late to make it to
the meeting. Hopefully however, I’ll see a few of you at the Logue Brook trip on
the following weekend.
Tony Richards
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TRIP CO-ORDINATOR’S REPORT
Thanks Adrian for organising some last minute changes for the beach
run; with the bush fires at Preston Beach we had to replan and head
north instead. We made it onto the beach from Guilderton and headed
up the beach, but even though we did not make it too far there were
plenty of learning experiences for all involved (I learnt to look better for
hidden rocks that can hole your sidewall) It was well received by those
who attended including a number of guests, and some new club members.
We are starting to move into the season of trips with a number of long
weekends in the first half of the year on the trips calendar. I'm still after
ideas for the ANZAC day long weekend and suggestions are welcome.
If anyone is interested in leading a trip let me know as it's not that hard
and can be very rewarding.
Cheers David

Mini Golf Glitz & Glamour - 12 March
Good food, Great Company, Mini Golf with a TWIST and lots of fun to
be had. Everyone has played mini golf at some stage, but who has
played it at night-time under the stars with
LED golf ball and the golf course lit up.
The plan is to have dinner first at the Leapfrogs café (located at the Botanic Golf) then
have a game of Mini Golf afterwards. Depending on what time we finish up, head back
to Leapfrogs to unwind and to reminisce on
who got the lucky shot.
Dinner is at 6pm at Leapfrogs cafe and Mini
Golf is at 7:30pm
Botanic Golf is located at: 25 Drovers Place, Wanneroo, 6065
If you want further details contact Alex Tayler on either 0439 929 373
or alex@pmtco.com.au. The trip will be closed off on 5 March.
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TRIP PROMOTIONS/ INFORMATION
LOGUE BROOK CAMPING
SAT 13 -SUN 14 FEBRUARY 2016
The plan is to travel via the
Nanga Heritage 4WD Circuit
to the recently upgraded P&W
Logue Brook campground and
stay overnight.
See the Club website for attached pdf’s:
Nanga Heritage 4WD Circuit,
Nanga Heritage 4WD Circuit
Notes and Logue Brook Opening.
See also: http://parks.dpaw.wa.gov.au/site/logue-brook-campground
Travelling south from Dwellingup, we will, weather permitting, head
south from Dwellingup to Nanga Mill and Nanga Townsite and then follow the Nanga Heritage 4WD Circuit south to Driver Road and from there
further south down Nanga Road to Hoffman's Mill and then west on
Clarke Road to the P&W Logue Brook Campground for an overnight
stay. Camp sites have been booked.
Camp fees are $10 adult per night or $6.60 concession card holder per
night. As the camp is NOT in a National Park, dogs are permitted on a
leash.
Hopefully, we will arrive in time for some water activities
(fishing, swimming or canoeing) or a spot of bike riding on the Munda
Biddi Bike trail, which is close by.
The following day, we will head home via the other half of the Nanga
Heritage 4WD Circuit (travelling north this time).
Unfortunately, nothing can be towed on the Nanga Heritage 4WD
Circuit, so those wanting to use a camper trailer at the campground will
need to go direct and meet us there.
Join the trip on the Club website or contact Tony on 9386-7705.
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TRIP PROMOTIONS/ INFORMATION
CFC - Crabbing Fishing Contest
20th - 21st February 2016
Our Annual Fishing Challenge is back, but with a twist. Swapping the
lines for scoops and catching Crabs in the Peel-Harvey estuary.
Camping over night at Herron Point camp area.
The plan is to head down
for midday arrival at
Herron Point campsite
(inland side of the estuary)
and take a boat out for
dropping nets for crabs.
As the sun lowers we can
walk the shallows scooping for Crabs. Cooking up
a feast for dinner
(hopefully with all fingers
and toes attached) and having a camp under the stars. Herron Point
campsite has very basic facilities, and self-sufficient camping is required. Toilets (long drop) are at the camp ground but no drinking
water is available. The next day people can either join the lunch at
Ravenswood (see following page) or head on home.
Make your own way to Herron Point campsite (accessed via the Forest Highway) preferably my midday but earlier the better to secure a
good spot (can’t book sites).
- Camping equipment to be self-sustainable for one night only
- Bring equipment such as: scoop, water shoes, hat, sunnies, high
powered torch/headlamp, bathers
- Fishing rods if you intend to fish in the river at Ravenswood
- Appropriate clothing for a hot day and possible cool night
- No off-road equipment needed, but a UHF would be handy
- Scoops can be purchased from Getaway Outdoors in Bentley, but
spares may be available if you can’t bring your own
- There are no camping fees, toilets available
Contact Adrian on 0424 723 558
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RAVENSWOOD RAMBLING DAY TRIP
SUNDAY 21st FEBRUARY 2016

Putting a fun twist on an aussie tradition, we will be heading to
Ravenswood Hotel for a Social Pub Lunch.
Game Plan 1: Pre-Lunch morning activities from 9am
With the Murray River passing right on by, why not make the most of
its picturesque facilities, whether it be a nice walk with the camera,
dropping in a line or paddling along at your own pace, there's about
something for everyone to enjoy.
Game Plan 2: Nosh-up lunch at the Ravenswood Pub 1 pm
"Located on the banks of the Murray River WA, the Ravenswood Hotel is
renowned for its idyllic setting, live entertainment, charming riverside
restaurant and lounge bar providing hearty, affordable bistro dining."
Join this day trip on the website.
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TRIP PROMOTIONS/ INFORMATION
PORONGORUPS AND WINE FESTIVAL 5-7 March 2016
We are spending the long
weekend down at the
Porongurup Ranges which
are located 380kms SouthEast of Perth. Even though
it’s not the peak wildflower
season there is still plenty to
do with the National Park
having a number of walks as
well as being a haven for
birdlife. On Sunday from 10:00 to 4:00 it is the Porongurup wine festival
which is at Karrivale with fun & festivities for all.
https://www.facebook.com/porongurupwinefestival/
We've reserved 6 unpowered camp sites at the Porongurup Tourist Park at
$28 per night for 2 people. Caravans and camper trailers are welcome but
please contact the park and book your own site and let them know that
you’re with the club. No credit card facilities - Cash only!
The Granite Skywalk is one of the walks.This 1.5 km (2 hour) walk trail begins from the picnic area at Castle Rock Road and at the summit you will
find a suspended walkway that spirals around the huge granite outcrop of
Castle Rock. The Granite Skywalk has two lookouts, a lower and upper one.
The upper lookout perches over the side of Castle Rock and requires scrambling over rocks and climbing a ladder. There are spectacular views of the
park and across undulating farmland to Albany on the south coast, with
views to Mt Gardner and Mt Manypeaks to the south-east. This remote engineering marvel provides safe access and simulates a rock climbing perspective when suspended on ropes.
See more at: http://parks.dpaw.wa.gov.au/site/granite-skywalk
We will also do the 23 km drive around the entire range (mostly unsealed
with steep sections) via Bolganup Road, Angwin Park Road, Woodlands
Road, Millinup Road, Chester Pass Road and Mount Barker-Porongurup
Road
Trip Leader: David Peck, dpeck@ozemail.com.au 0402 177 886
Pets Allowed: by prior arrangement with the caravan park but not allowed in
the National Park.
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TRIP PROMOTIONS/ INFORMATION

BEAUTIFUL BREMER EASTER LWE
FRI 25th TO MON 28th MARCH 2016

Photo credit: bremerbaycaravanpark.com.au

Come explore beautiful Bremer Bay over the Easter Long Weekend.
We will be staying at Tozers Bush Camp. Cost for adults is $15 per
person per night. Children are charged at a lower rate. They will not
charge for the Thursday night unless we are there.
Saturday we will head out and explore the Fitzgerald River National
Park and any surrounding areas we have time and are keen to see.
Sunday we will head to Wellstead Heritage and find some other touristy places to visit. Again more details to follow.
On the way down we will travel Albany Highway. Any suggestions for
best morning tea and lunch stops greatly appreciated.
On the way home we will come back up Great Southern Highway to
hopefully avoid some of the long weekend traffic.
It is a bush camp with no power. There are toilet and shower facilities.
Join the trip on the Club website: http://www.subaru4wdclubwa.asn.au
Trip Leader: Jo Norton
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TRIP PROMOTIONS/ INFORMATION
BREKKY WITH A VIEW
Sunday 10 April 2016
Join fellow club members for a lazy Sunday morning brekky at The
Left Bank in Fremantle.

Maybe have a morning stroll along the river bank to build up your appetite beforehand.
Check out the menu at: http://leftbank.com.au/breakfast-menu
Location: The Left Bank
15 Riverside Road
East Fremantle
Time: 8.00am
Contact: Joanne 0411 151 024
Get your name down on the website as places will be limited.
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CLUB CALENDAR
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Tue 5th: Committee Meeting
Sun 10th: Brekky with a View
Page 10
Tue 12th: General Meeting Guest Speaker from ‘Partnership
for the Outback’
Sat 23rd - Mon 25th: TBA (Anzac
LWE)
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May 2016
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SCHOOL AND PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
School Holidays: Apr 9-25
Public holidays: Mar 7, Mar 25-28, Apr 25, Jun 6
Potential members are most welcome to come along on any Club
activities before joining. Please phone the Trip Leader for further
information.
Register with the trip leader if you are wanting to join a trip or social.
Also contact the trip leader if you have to cancel, as we don’t want to
wait for someone who does not turn up!
Some trips are ideas only and may be subject to change. Some of the
later trips need trip leaders – volunteers please.
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TRIP PROMOTIONS/ INFORMATION
FIDDLES AND NIBBLES
Sunday 22 May 2016
A day to check out your car and see what others have done to theirs.
Do additions-mods with the help of others.
I have a hoist and a fairly
well equipped workshop to
do odd jobs on your vehicle. please give a brief idea
of requirements when you
register.
Dave is bringing a plastic
welding kit and is willing to
have a go at any plastic
repairs that you may have.
Due to the quantity of vehicles there will not be any large jobs tackled.
There will be members on hand to help and advise. Ring if you want
clarification on a particular job that you would like to do.
If you are staying over lunch I have a BBQ. BYO everything.
Time: 9am - 3pm
Contact: Jim Wilcox 0419 040 969
This is a good opportunity to check out your vehicle for the Lorna Glen
Getaway trip in July.
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TRIP & SOCIAL REPORTS
WOODLANDS & WOODLINES

DAY 7 - Fri 11th

Dave had to leave early to get back to Perth to catch a flight so Ray
transferred all his belongings to my car. We left ‘Scorpion Camp’ at
about 8.15am and drove back to the Hyden-Norseman road. Travelling west along the road we passed the northern edge of Lake Johnston and turned right into the Banker Mt Day road. This road (track) is
in an almost straight line north east to Marvel Loch 125km away. It
was not all straight as there were many chicken tracks around washaways and bog holes most of which were wet after recent rains. A few
did not have tracks around so we got our tyres muddy again. There
were many stops for wildflowers
which were of many different species
and prolific much to Nina and Ian’s
delight.

After 50km we crossed the Holland
Track and immediately our track got
worse. It was very slow and starting
to get overgrown making it teeth jarringly scratchy on the paintwork (I
have still to polish the scratches
out!).
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After nearly an hour and 10 km later it thankfully opened out to where a
grader had reached from the north.
We had lunch where
the track crosses the
state barrier fence.
The track was good
from there all the
way until we joined
the bitumen mining
road just south of
Marvel Loch where
we stopped for an
ice-cream.
Mt Palmer was our
next destination the site of a gold mine
which was operational from 1934 for only
10 years due to labour shortages because
of the war, there must still be undiscovered
gold there. At its peak there were 3 hotels
and over 500 inhabitants, the façade of one
hotel still stands.
It was then just a short drive north to Yellowdine on the
Great Eastern
Highway which
we crossed to
head north again
to Weowanie
Rock where we
set up camp just
north of the rock.
On an afternoon bird walk to the rock I spotted a pair of the scarce Major Mitchell’s
Cockatoo, two Southern Whiteface and a
Western Yellow Robin. Dinner was delicious
lamb chops, roast potatoes and Greek salad.
Major Mitchell’s Cockatoo

Keith Wilcox
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WOODLANDS & WOODLINES Eva Lake Excursion
Saturday 12 September - Daniel Bedo
With no group driving planned for today I decided to join Jim and Joy
exploring a track heading north towards the Trans Continental Railway.

We set off in sunny weather along a fairly easy track similar to those
negotiated in the past week. The barrier fence was soon encountered
at a heavy gate which had to be dragged open after removing some
rocks holding it shut. The fence looked far more aged than at our previous crossing on a more substantial road. We were now in Jaurdi Station weaving our way north through open woodland eventually overlooking Lake Eva. There was a variety of colourful flowers along the track
which soon opened out on a small granite outcrop near the lake shore.
This was a pleasant morning tea stop with carpets of flowers between
shrubs. A short walk to the lake revealed a soak of brackish water
amongst weathered granite. Joy collected soil and water samples for
her project.
By now the wind strength had increased and clouds were thickening to
the west raising some concern about forecast rain. We continued on to
the northern end of Lake Eva which still had water forming a muddy
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shore. The clouds were now looking more threatening and it was
clear we would not have time to reach the railway or circumnavigate
the lake so we returned to our last stop for lunch. Here I was happy
for Joy to find my fly net which had been snagged on a bush earlier.
I was retracing my path with a GPS and like to think I would have
found it too. Returning to the barrier fence we were on the wrong
side to replace the rocks holding the gate and the latch could not
reach the post which had started lo lean. However with the gate
lifted onto the concrete post base the gate rested on the post and
would stop animals getting through.
We continued past the camp site to visit a small salt lake we saw
driving in to camp yesterday. Joy wanted to take samples here because it was in a different soil type. This proved to be a cold messy
task as the wind was now quite strong with occasional spots of rain.
As soon as the samples were collected we returned to camp. Not
wishing to miss the local attractions I then explored the nearby rocks
just as the rain started falling. It was a good contrast to see in this
weather with rivulets of water forming all over the rock while the colours changed to more dark and sombre tones.

Artwork by Ray (Rabbit) Stewart
Thanks again to Ian & Nina for organising another great trip into the
Western Australian bush.
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Recovery Strap Safety
By Ian Johnson
This Two-part paper offers guidelines
on the safe use of Recovery Straps
(Snatchem Straps) and related gear.
Thank you to all who assisted in the
preparation of this handout - David
Peck, Tony Richards, Stephan Millett,
and Joy Unno.
Yes it is a Forester - Florida, USA

Disclaimer: The material presented and the views expressed in this paper are not necessarily those held by the Subaru 4WD Club of Western
Australia Inc. If you make use of this information it is at your own risk.
FIRST PART:
Some considerations with particular reference to Subaru’s:
1. Please be aware recovery of a vehicle can be dangerous, and
people have been killed by incorrect use of equipment and/or procedures. Please read this document in full. Please ask if you are unsure. Please attend a demonstration recovery day. Join a 4WD club.
2. Before doing anything dramatic try the easy options. Reduce tyre pressures, straighten the wheels, shift sand from wheels and from under the
car if it has bottomed out, shift rocks/logs, use roll-up or rigid ‘track mats’,
try pushing, etc.
3. Next try a gentle tow before moving to a Recovery Strap (Snatchem
Strap) exercise.
4. Make sure you use a Recovery Strap with the correct rating. If the
strap is too heavy for the weight of the car structural damage may occur
to the Subaru monocoque ‘chassis’. A strap with a lot of stretch and rated
up to 6000kg is suggested for a Subaru or other light SUV. See strap test
for intriguing results on higher rated straps.
5. Subaru’s are not provided with attachment points rated for recovery.
(See also point 8). What are commonly called ‘towing eyes’ are designed
only to anchor the car during transport on import ships or tow/carry
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trucks. The mounting bolt threaded holes are relatively light as is the
‘chassis’ material they are connected to. I have only seen one Subaru
break an eye; and one torn-off (rusted) ‘chassis’ since 1976 (out of 560+
Subaru’s through the Subaru club to date); so I will continue to use them.
It is possible to reinforce towing eyes on some Subaru models.

A rated recovery
hitch with a square
50mm receiver and
a rated shackle.

6. Use ‘Load Rated’ shackles which are marked as WLL (Working Load
Limit). Bow shackles (photo above) are suitable for this purpose and
should be rated at least 3.25t for Subaru’s. To correctly tighten a shackle
pin, screw the pin until it seats then back off ~ ½ to 1 turn. Overtightening may lead to a seized pin due to the force exerted during recovery.
7. The towbar may be used. Use a rated recovery hitch with a square
50mm receiver and a rated shackle (photo above). A second option,
(though I don’t like it) is to use the original naked receiver through-pin,
but if it bends it might not be removable on track side! Ditto the then
trapped Recovery Strap! (One member has bent the pin and now uses
the first option).
8. Late model Subaru’s are provided with a screw-in eye-bolt
(Subaru call it a ‘Towing Hook’)
which may be stronger than ‘towing
eyes’ at the front/rear. When fitted
it should be tightened with your
wheel spanner. Subaru say “…
make sure to recover in a straight
line to prevent damage to the
bumper and eye-bolt”; and “the
towing hooks should be used only
in an emergency (e.g. to free a stuck vehicle from mud, sand, snow)”;
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and warn that it should be removed “…as leaving it fitted could interfere with proper operation of the SRS airbag system in a frontal collision”. It cannot be used if a bullbar or towbar is fitted.
9. Never use the tow ball for recovery.
People have been killed by the flying ball/bolt.
10. An Equalising Strap (ES) or Bridle Strap (photo below) is designed
to link the front or rear pair of recovery points and create a centralised
recovery point, thereby lessening the strain by spreading the load over
2 points. It is usually two layers of webbing sewn together with a wear
protection sleeve for the area where the Recovery Strap is attached.
The ES is threaded through an end loop
of the Recovery Strap.
11. A Tree Trunk Protector (TTP) can be
used as an equaliser/bridle but some protection should be considered at the
Snatch Strap attachment area. It is usually
one length of webbing and often does not
have wear protection necessary for prolonged towing. The TTP is threaded
through an end loop of the Recovery
Strap. I know of one ‘towing eye’ that was
bent using this method.
An equaliser, or bridle strap
The SECOND PART ‘Guidelines for safe use of vehicle Recovery
Straps (Snatch Straps)’ can be found on the club website under
Knowledge/Mechanical, Modifications, Advice/ Snatch Straps.

EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT GRAB BAG
David Peck has assembled a bag for Trip Leaders to take on trips,
particularly if they are going somewhere remote. The bag contains the
Club Automatic External Defibrillator (AED) and the Emergency
Personal Location Beacon (EPLB).
Contact David 0402 177 886, trips@subaru4wdclubwa.asn.au
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Membership Stats Since 1979
For some time I have been wondering how many members we have had
on the books since the club started with 14 members in November 1979.
Using the huge address list used for the 25th Anniversary book* in 2004
I added all new members since then. Yearly membership lists are rare in
the club archives, but I found that it peaked in 1982 at 112.
Of the 112 in 1982, 12 were country members - from Wyndham, to Pingrup, to Victoria. Of those 112, 6 are current; 4 of whom are active now.
The last of the Leone “MY” models finished in 1984 and the “L” series
(the best model of all until the Forester?) was released in 1985 to great
acclaim.
The file is rather large and
ragged now but makes interesting reading for me as I joined
with my tiny 1976 ‘Ugly’ in 1980
within the first year of the club
starting. I joined over the phone
whilst working at Pemberton with
spare time to play on the
beaches south of there - much to
the amazement of local fisherman in their big 4WD’s! I had to
learn about sand driving fast!
*There are a few of the books still available: The Journey: The First 25 years. Contact Tony Richards.
So the answer, as best as I can reckon, is 568, a pretty impressive number of people rampaging about in Subaru’s for the past 37 years; and
more to come!
Thank you Subaru and members then and now!
Regards, Ian Johnson
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